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INTRODUCTION
The Solid-State Decoupler (SSD) series continues the Dairyland 
tradition of offering innovative protection products to the cor-
rosion prevention industry, while building off of proven solid-
state technology developed by Dairyland.   With a lightweight, 
non-metallic housing and lower cost, the SSD can be eco-
nomically applied throughout a cathodically protected system. 

The SSD functions as a DC isolation and AC coupling device 
(a “decoupler”), preventing the flow of CP current up to a pre-
determined voltage threshold, while passing any induced AC 
current.  For voltage that attempts to exceed the threshold, 
the device instantly switches to the shorted mode, providing 
over-voltage protection.  When the event has passed, the 
device automatically switches back to the DC blocking mode.  
This operation can occur an unlimited number of times, and 
is typically due to AC faults and lightning, which the SSD is 
rated for.  While the standard threshold is -2V/+2V, the SSD 
can be supplied with up to a -3V/+1V threshold and several 
lower threshold combinations.The threshold is the absolute, 
or peak, voltage at which switching occurs, and is the sum 
of the DC and peak AC voltage across the terminals of the 
device.  This results in a very low, and safe, clamping voltage 
across the SSD terminals.

 
 

COMMON APPLICATIONS

Gradient Control Mat Decoupling
The popularity and success of the lower cost SSD makes 
decoupling gradient control mats an affordable and attractive 
option.  With a decoupled gradient control mat: (a) the potential 
of the mat material is irrelevant, (b) the mat can be made from 
less costly materials than pure zinc, (c) interaction between the 

mat and CP system is eliminated, and (d) decoupling allows CP 
readings can be taken on the pipeline in the vicinity of the mat.   

Insulated Joint Protection
Insulated joints often need over-voltage protection against 
lightning and AC fault current, and in some cases, steady-
state induced AC voltage. Due to the small clearance between 
opposite sides of the insulated flange, a protective device 
must provide a low clamping voltage, including the voltage 
effects of the conductors or bus bars used to connect the 
product (See the Dairyland technical articles on conductor 
length relating to lightning effects.) 

AC Voltage Mitigation
As an AC mitigation device, the SSD can collapse the steady-
state voltage between the connection points to a negligible 
level by providing continuous AC grounding for pipelines with 
induced AC while leaving cathodic protection unaffected.

Decoupling Electric Equipment Grounding Systems
When electrical equipment is mounted on a cathodically pro-
tected structure, the SSD can provide DC isolation with fault 
rated AC continuity.  As grounding codes apply, the SSD is 
listed by UL for meeting the requirements of an effective AC 
grounding path per U.S. and Canadian electric codes.

Did You Know?

              SSD
Solid-State Decoupler

ALWAYS RUGGED. ALWAYS RELIABLE.

The SSD has been certified by independent laboratories 
Underwriters Laboratories and Demko for compliance to 
worldwide standards and codes and is certified for use in 
Div 2 and Zone 2 hazardous locations. For more informa-
tion on certifications and listings, visit 
www.dairyland.com
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http://www.dairyland.com/applications/ConductorLengthIssues
http://www.dairyland.com/applications/ConductorLengthIssues


PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Blocking Voltage
At a voltage below the blocking voltage selected, the SSD 
blocks the flow of DC current and allows AC current to pass. 
At a voltage above the blocking voltage selected, the SSD is a 
bi-directional conducting device that readily allows all current to 
flow, thereby limiting the voltage on the structure. 

The standard blocking voltage of -2/+2 is usually adequate for 
most applications, since the voltage difference between the two 
connected points is usually much less than 2V.  For example, 
an insulated joint on a cathodically protected pipeline either 
has cathodic protection on both sides of the joint, leaving the 
voltage difference near zero, or one side has CP and the other 
is unprotected, with a typical difference of about 1V.  

For cases where a higher blocking voltage is needed, the model 
with a -3/+1 threshold is usually adequate. In the model num-
ber structure the polarity signs are not shown, but the polarity 
described above is implied.  Polarity marks (+ and -) are pro-
vided on the SSD.

Additional blocking threshold options are available.  Contact 
Dairyland.

DC Leakage Current versus Blocking Voltage 
The DC leakage current at the maximum blocking voltage for 
any SSD model is normally less than 10 milliamperes at 20°C 
and less than 100 milliamperes at 65°C. With normal cathodic 
protection voltage across the SSD, the leakage current is typi-
cally well under 1 milliampere under either temperature condi-
tion, a value that is insignificant to a cathodic protection system.

Steady-State AC Current Rating

This value represents the maximum allowable steady-state 
AC through the SSD while the device is blocking DC current. 
The source of this current would be induced from overhead 
power lines.  Measure or otherwise determine the available 
steady-state current in this intended connection and compare 
to  the SSD rating of 45A AC-rms at 50/60 Hz, leaving margin 
for varying system conditions. For more information on steady-
state current view our web article: Measuring Steady-State AC 
Current

AC Fault Current Rating
There are applications where an over-voltage protective device 
may be subject to fault current, even though no induced AC 
voltage is present. For this reason the SSD was designed to 
have AC fault current carrying capability. The SSD will limit the 
voltage between its connection points to less than 10 volts AC 
under the maximum fault current ratings listed in the following 
table.  The ratings are amperes rms symmetrical.

Select an SSD fault current rating that encompasses the fault 
current available.  For more information on sizing for avail-
able fault current, view our web article: Determining AC Fault 
Current.

AC Fault Current Ratings 
(Amps AC-RMS Symmetrical 50/60Hz)

Cycles 1.2kA 2kA 3.7kA 5kA
1 2100 5300 6500 8800
3 1600 4500 5000 6800
10 1400 3700 4200 5700
30 1200 2000 3700 5000

Lightning Surge Current Rating
The lightning surge current rating should not be confused 
with the AC fault current rating. Lightning has a very different 
waveform, with a faster rise time, a shorter duration, and much 
less energy than an AC current waveform of the same peak 
current. Lightning current ratings are established by subjecting 
the over-voltage protective device to representative lightning 
current in a high power test laboratory. The waveforms most 
commonly used are the 8 x 20 microsecond waveform and the 
4 x 10 microsecond waveform. The first number represents the 
time it takes the lightning surge to reach its crest value and 
the second number represents the time it takes for the current 
to decrease to 1/2 its crest value.  The SSD was tested with a 
4x10 waveform.

Lightning Surge Current Rating

Model Rating
1.2kA 75kA Crest
2kA 100kA Crest

3.7kA 100kA Crest
5kA 100kA Crest

Terminal Arrangement
The SSD comes standard with terminals arranged perpendicu-
lar to the mounting bracket and is designated by a “-R” at the 
end of the model number. As an option, the SSD is also avail-
able with terminals parallel to the mounting bracket for installa-
tion with pin brazed studs and the hex coupling nut. This option 
is chosen by leaving the the “-R” off the catalog number. Refer 
to the SSD outline drawings for more information.

Keep the Conductors Short!
The SSD is designed to keep the voltage between the device 
terminals to a limited value.  During lightning conditions, a more 
important factor than the SSD voltage clamping capability is 
the voltage developed in the conductors or bus used to attach 
the device. Use low inductance bus bars or conductors ideally 
less than 6 inches (150 mm) long for best results.  More infor-
mation on conductor length is available at www.dairyland.com.

http://www.dairyland.com/tech-blog/19-technical-articles/38-measuring-induced-ac
http://www.dairyland.com/tech-blog/19-technical-articles/38-measuring-induced-ac
http://www.dairyland.com/tech-blog/19-technical-articles/39-determining-ac-fault-current
http://www.dairyland.com/tech-blog/19-technical-articles/39-determining-ac-fault-current


AC Fault Current Ratings
(Amps AC-RMS Symmetrical 50/60Hz)

Cycles 1.2kA 2kA 3.7kA 5kA
1 2100 5300 6500 8800
3 1600 4500 5000 6800
10 1400 3700 4200 5700
30 1200 2000 3700 5000

Lightning Surge Current Rating
The lightning surge current rating should not be confused 
with the AC fault current rating. Lightning has a very different 
waveform, with a faster rise time, a shorter duration, and much 
less energy than an AC current waveform of the same peak 
current. Lightning current ratings are established by subjecting 
the over-voltage protective device to representative lightning 
current in a high power test laboratory. The waveforms most 
commonly used are the 8 x 20 microsecond waveform and the 
4 x 10 microsecond waveform. The first number represents the 
time it takes the lightning surge to reach its crest value and 
the second number represents the time it takes for the current 
to decrease to 1/2 its crest value.  The SSD was tested with a 
4x10 waveform.

Lightning Surge Current Rating

Model Rating
1.2kA 75kA Crest
2kA 100kA Crest

3.7kA 100kA Crest
5kA 100kA Crest

Terminal Arrangement
The SSD comes standard with terminals arranged perpendicu-
lar to the mounting bracket and is designated by a “-R” at the 
end of the model number. As an option, the SSD is also avail-
able with terminals parallel to the mounting bracket for installa-
tion with pin brazed studs and the hex coupling nut. This option 
is chosen by leaving the the “-R” off the catalog number. Refer 
to the SSD outline drawings for more information.

FEATURES AND CERTIFICATIONS
Certifications
The SSD is Underwriters Laboratories (UL) listed for use in haz-
ardous locations in accordance with NFPA 70, (U.S. National 
Electrical Code) Articles 500-505 for Class I, Div. 2, Groups 
A, B, C, and D, per ANSI/ISA 12.12.01-2011. The SSD is also 
C-UL listed to the above classifications per Canadian Code 
C22.2 No. 213-M1987 (R2008). The listing is valid for ambient 
temperatures of -45ºC to +65°C. Protection from over-voltage 
due to lightning complies with the pertinent requirements of 
ANSI C62.11. 

The SSD is also UL listed as meeting the requirements of 
an effective grounding path as defined in NFPA 70 Article 
250.2, 250.4(A)(5), and as suitable for the isolation of objec-
tionable DC current from cathodi cally protected systems 
to ground as defined in Article 250.6(E). Similarly, it is  
C-UL listed for meeting the effective grounding path require-
ments of  the Canadian Electrical Code C22.1-12, Section 
10-500, and isolation of objectionable DC current per Section 
10-806. 

The SSD has been certified to ATEX Directive 94/9/EC and 
IECEx requirements for use in Zone 2, Group IIC hazardous 
locations by UL/DEMKO to: EN 60079-0:2012, EN 60079-
15:2010, IEC 60079-0: 6th Ed, IEC 60079-15: 4th Ed.

The EAC version of the SSD, available by ordering a SSD model 
with an “-EAC” suffix, is certified to the EAC requirements of the 
Customs Union (Russia, Kazakhstan, etc) for use in Zone Class 
2, Group IIC hazardous locations by NANIO-CCVE to: GOST R 
IEC 60079-15-2010, GOST R IEC 60079-0-2011.

Solid-State Design
The SSD uses proven solid-state components which have an 
instantaneous response with respect to voltage, thereby initiat-
ing voltage clamping immediately when the voltage attempts to 
exceed the blocking level selected.

Fail-Safe
An important safety feature of the SSD is that if subject to AC 
fault current or lightning surge current such that failure occurs, 
failure will occur in the shorted mode. In the shorted mode, the 
SSD will carry rated fault current or lightning surge current and 
still provide an effective grounding (or conducting) path. 

Field Testing/Maintenance
The SSD can be field tested with an AC/DC multimeter and 
clamp-on AC ammeter.  Testing procedures are included in the 
installation instructions.  The SSD is completely maintenance-
free. 

Enclosure
The SSD is packaged in a molded, non-metallic enclosure 
which is rated IP68 (to 2m depth) and is suitable for indoor or 
outdoor use, in submersible and non-submersible applications. 
See the SSD outline drawings for dimensions. The SSD must 
not be installed such that it may be submerged in freezing con-
ditions.

Polarity/Electrical Connection
The terminals of the SSD are marked for polarity.  The negative 
terminal should connect to the more negative structure, or the 
structure with the cathodic protection applied, while the posi-
tive terminal should connect to the grounded or more positive 
structure.  

Number of Operations
The number of times that the SSD can be subject to its rated 
lightning or AC fault current rating is virtually unlimited, provided 
the operations are not immediately repetitive.

Energy Requirements
None. The device is totally passive.

Ambient Operating Temperature
-45° C to +65° C 

MOUNTING OPTIONS
Mounting of SSD
The SSD will be supplied with the bracket shown in the outline 
drawings for general use mounting. This bracket will not be 
provided if the SSD is ordered with one of the flange mounting 
kits as it will not be needed.

Mounting Accessories
Numerous mounting accessories are available from 
Dairyland to aid in the proper installation of the SSD. 

Specific Installation Guidance
The Dairyland website contains detailed information on the 
installation methods specific to a given application. 

Blocking Threshold
Choose: 2/2 (Standard)

3/1 (Optional)

AC Fault Current
Choose: 1.2kA

2kA
  3.7kA

  5kA

Terminal Arrangement
Add “-R” for standard terminal arrangement

Remove “-R” for alternate terminal arrangement*

Lightning Surge Current
Choose 100 for 2kA, 3.7kA, 5kA models

Choose 75 for 1.2kA models

* Note: Alternate terminal arrangement recommended for installation using pin-brazed studs.

Certification System
Leave blank for standard certifications

Add “-EAC” for EAC version for Zone Class 2 Group IIC

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS

Dairyland Electrical Industries  •  P.O. Box 187 Stoughton, WI 53589  •  608-877-9900  •  www.dairyland.com  •  marketing@dairyland.com

NOTE: The EAC version is a separate product from standard 
models, with a Cyrillic nameplate and instruction manual, and 
references GOST standards only. To purchase, order model with 
“EAC” suffix. See separate Russian/English EAC manual.

http://www.dairyland.com/accessories
http://www.dairyland.com/accessories
http://www.dairyland.com/applications
http://www.dairyland.com/applications
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NOTE:  Applies to all SSD models with standard terminal arrangement (-R model numbers)
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NOTE:  Applies to all SSD models with an optional terminal arrangement 
(non -R model numbers)
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